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Calculations are presented for H/
3 using two potential energy surfaces, one ab initio, the other spectroscopically

determined, both of which include allowance for the adiabatic correction to the Born–Oppenheimer potential. Systemati-
cally labeled energy levels for H/

3 are presented and the spectra calculated for a number of temperatures. Assignments
are given for 105 or about 85% of the published unassigned H/

3 infrared transitions. Forty previously assigned transitions
are relabeled or reassigned. Calculations for higher J levels are discussed. q 1997 Academic Press, Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION Of the 229 published unassigned lines (7, 8), 85 have
already been assigned by Majewski et al. (14), using their

The H/
3 molecular ion, the electronically simplest polya- effective potential. In this paper we make use of the greatly

tomic molecule, is a fundamental molecule in many areas improved potential energy surfaces, both ab initio and spec-
of science. It is thought to be a key molecule in the chemical troscopic, to attempt an assignment of all the published lines
reactions of the interstellar medium, it is a major cation in of H/

3 that were left unassigned by previous work.
hydrogen plasmas, and it plays an important role in ion–
molecule reaction schemes involving hydrogen. Moreover,

II. CALCULATIONS
due to its simplicity, it can be considered a benchmark for
ab initio molecular theory.

In order to be able to assign H/
3 transitions we need toBecause of its importance, H/

3 has been the subject of
calculate all the energy levels and to predict the whole spec-extensive studies, both experimental and theoretical. Details
trum. The energy levels have been calculated using twoon this can be found in a number of recent reviews (1–5).
different program suites: TRIATOM (17) and DVR3D (18).Even if H/

3 is a very simple and symmetric molecule, the
In both cases scattering coordinates were used. Both methodstask of assigning its vibration–rotation spectrum is not at
also solve the rotation–vibration problem in two steps byall simple. In fact H/

3 is a light molecule with large vibra-
first diagonalizing an effective vibrational problem and thention–rotation interactions and conventional effective Hamil-
using the lower solutions of this problem to solve the fulltonians give poor representations of its energy levels. Thus
problem (19).predictions of its spectrum are difficult to make and the

The TRIATOM calculations closely paralleled calcula-assignment of lines, even from the first detection of its funda-
tions used for previous spectroscopic studies of H/

3 (10, 15).mental band (6), has only been possible with the help of
In these calculations Morse oscillator-like functions wereextensive ab initio calculations.
used to represent stretching motions in both radial coordi-Even with the improving quality of the analysis of the
nates. We selected the lowest 800 energy solutions from aH/

3 spectrum a number of lines were left unassigned; see Xu
1200 dimension secular problem for the first step and usedet al. (7) and Bawendi et al. (8).
the lowest 600 1 (J / 1) solutions to solve the full rovibra-Recently there has been a great effort in producing an
tional problem. For more details see Dinelli et al. (15).effective potential energy surface for H/

3 accurate enough to
Using TRIATOM, we calculated the energy levels of H/

3predict its spectrum with close to experimental precision.
using two different potential energy surfaces: the effective spec-These efforts have used both ab initio electronic structure
troscopic surface obtained by a fit to the experimental data bytheory (9, 10) and potentials derived from detailed fits to
Dinelli et al. (15) (henceforth called the DPT potential) and anspectroscopic data (11–15). In particular the most recent fit,
ab initio Born–Oppenheimer surface due to Röhse et al. (9)by Dinelli et al. (15) is close to the intrinsic accuracy of the
augmented by the ab initio non-Born–Oppenheimer adiabaticexperimental data (16).
corrections of Dinelli et al. (10) (henceforth called ab initio).
Because the basis functions used for the TRIATOM calcula-1 Permanent address: Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of

Science, Uljanov Street 46, Nizhnii Novgorod, Russia 603024. tions are not reliable for linear H/
3 geometries, calculations
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using TRIATOM were restricted to energy levels up to 9000 and lower levels of the l-doublet, respectively, with the sign
being taken as positive when there is only one level. Forcm01 above the vibrational ground state and to rotationally

excited states with J £ 9. levels with £2 Å 0 or l2 Å 0 the rotational quantum numbers
will be J, G Å K, and U Å 0. We note that the only rigorousThe DVR3D calculations were explicitly designed to

probe geometries above linearity (20). For this reason the rovibrational quantum numbers are J and symmetry labels
determined by whether G / £2 is even or odd and whetherdiscrete variable representation (DVR) grid in the radial co-

ordinate that probes linear geometries was based on the less G is divisible by 3. For a full discussion of symmetry and
quantum numbers in this system see Watson (22).efficient spherical oscillator functions. In the first ‘‘vibra-

tional’’ step the lowest 700 energy solutions were selected The labeling of all the calculated energy levels is not an
easy task, since the program suites used give only rigorousfrom a 3000 dimension secular problem, and the lowest 500

1 (J / 1) solutions were used to solve the full rovibrational quantum numbers. Indeed, because of our use of scattering
coordinates, we even lose the distinction between ortho andproblem. These calculations are considerably more computa-

tionally expensive than the TRIATOM ones, and there is para states which depends on whether G is divisible by 3.
Our programs give no indication about the other vibrationalsome evidence, discussed below, that the high lying rota-

tional states were not fully converged with this basis set. or rotational quantum numbers. A further complication is
that for high energies the vibrational states start to interactCalculations were performed for energies up to 15 000 cm01

and J up to 20 (20, 21). DVR3D calculations were only at- heavily and the eigenfunctions are a mixture of basis states
with different values of the quantum numbers. In some casestempted for the more accurate DPT potential. For more details

of the DVR3D calculations see Neale et al. (20). this mixing is so complete that the usual approximate quan-
tum numbers cease to have meaning. This behavior is partic-A list of the energy levels obtained with the three calcula-

tions is reported in Table 1. ularly marked for vibrational states differing only in l2 .
In our attempt to label the energy levels we used as a guide

the energy patterns of the level themselves, the previouslyIII. ASSIGNMENTS
assigned energy levels (14), and the selection rules for the
dipole transitions. Further help came from comparing ourIII.1. Energy Level Labeling
energy levels with those calculated by Watson (23). His

To assign the measured lines we need to assign quantum program calculates expectation values of the £1 , £2 , G, and U
numbers to the calculated energy levels. This is by no means quantum numbers for each vibration–rotation eigenfunction.
a trivial procedure. In particular, we rapidly found that if This comparison proved invaluable but also showed that for
we relied only on observed transitions and propensity rules, many levels belonging to high vibrational states the applica-
it was easy both to label different energy states with the tion of these quantum numbers must be treated with caution.
same quantum numbers and to omit some rovibrational la- The result of our labeling is shown in Table 1. For reasons
bels altogether. We therefore attempted a systematic labeling given above, the labels ascribed to many of the higher levels
of all the low-lying energy levels of H/

3 in conjunction with considered are not unique and alternative labeling schemes
analyzing the observed transitions. are possible. However, the labels we propose are consistent

This analysis led us to change some of the labels pre- and satisfactory. It is worth adding, however, that the rota-
viously assigned to particular energy states. This of course tional quantum numbers G and U are not well determined
has the effect of reassigning the quantum numbers associated for many of the higher levels listed with J Å 4–8, and that
to transitions involving these particular energy levels. We there is probably little point in trying to assign further levels
will refer to this as relabeling transitions to distinguish it in this fashion.
from the altogether more fundamental process of reassigning

III.2. Assignment of the Transitionsa transition to different energy states. The labeling of the
rovibrational states was made in accordance with the conven- Neale et al. (20) used the energy levels and wavefunctions
tion of Xu et al. (7). computed by the DVR3D calculation and the DPT potential

The H/
3 molecule has an equilateral triangle structure and and the ab initio dipole surfaces of Röhse et al. (9) to calcu-

has D3h symmetry. Its vibrational modes are the symmetric late transition frequencies and transition probabilities for
‘‘breathing’’ mode n1 and the degenerate bending n2 . States H/

3 . Their dataset, which is available electronically,2 contains
which include £2 quanta of the n2 mode have an additional some 3 million transitions.
vibrational angular momentum quantum number l2 , with val- We used this dataset to calculate absorption spectra at
ues given by Él2É Å £2 , (£2 0 2), . . . . So for the levels
with nonzero values of l2 , the rotational quantum numbers

2 The entire linelist is available via either our group World Wide Web
will be the total angular momentum J, the projection of J page on http://jonny.phys.ucl.ac.uk/home.html or anonymous ftp from
onto the symmetry axis G Å ÉK 0 l2É, and the ÉUÉ Å Él2É jonny.phys.ucl.ac.uk (128.40.6.12) by looking in directory pub/astrodata/

h3/. See Neale et al. (20) for details of how to use this data.quantum numbers. The sign of U is / or 0 for the upper
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TABLE 1
Calculated and Observed Energy Levels, in cm01, for H/

3 Relative to Its J Å 0 Ground State, where n Is the Number of Combination
Differences Used to Generate the Tabulated Experimental Energy Level (the Error (1s), in cm01, Is Given when n ú 1)

a Fixed at their ab initio values.
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued in most cases a reassignment was possible. The list of these
reassignments appears in Table 2.

Having established a typical trend for each observed vibra-
tional band, we rechecked all the new assignments with
this method. An important further check was then made by
calculating the combination differences of all the assigned
transitions and checking any that did not match. This proce-
dure eliminated a great number of ambiguities. The new
assignments appear in Table 3.

In both Table 2 and Table 3 intensities of the transitions
are given for absorption at 1000 K. This figure is given
simply as a guide. The experiments and our calculations
cover a wide range of temperatures and the transitions ob-
served involve levels spanning a wide range of energies.
This leads to spectra which are strongly temperature depen-
dent but it is not possible or useful to try and represent all
temperatures here. Furthermore, because the experimental
work on H/

3 is performed under discharge conditions, it is
unlikely that any of the observations are recorded in condi-
tions that really correspond to thermodynamic equilibrium.

TABLE 2
Relabeled and Reassigned Transitions for H/

3 , where Intensity,
I, Is Given for Absorption at 1000 K in Units cm01/mol cm02

several temperatures appropriate to the conditions under
which the various experiments recorded H/

3 spectra. A first
attempt to assign the H/

3 transitions was made by simply
taking the measured line frequency and checking if, in a 1
cm01 frequency interval around the line, a strong enough
predicted transition was present. Although in nearly all cases
our predictions lay very close to the observed transitions,
this procedure is questionable and can lead to ambiguities.
In particular, on occasion there is more than a single choice
for a single line, several experimental lines are close in
frequency or several predicted lines are close in intensity.
This procedure could thus easily generate misassignments.

A further assignment criterion was clearly needed to reduce
the chance of errors. From previous work (10, 24) we knew
that, using the ab initio potential including adiabatic correc-
tions, it was possible to predict the H/

3 energy levels with nobs

0 ncalc residuals almost constant within each vibrational band.
We therefore analyzed the behavior of the nobs 0 ncalc obtained
using the TRIATOM calculations and the ab initio potential.
First we checked the behavior of nobs 0 ncalc for the transitions
which had already been assigned; this allowed us to determine
a typical trend for each vibrational band. During this procedure
a number of deviations from the average trend were noted, and
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TABLE 3
Newly Assigned Transitions for H/

3 , Where the Observed Data Are Taken from Bawendi et al. (8) and Xu et al. (7 )

In particular, the effective vibrational and rotational tempera- with these higher J values are harder to treat for a number
tures differ in most cases. of reasons.

The DPT potential is the result of a fit of observed transi-
tions with J values up to 9 and belonging to vibrationalIII.3. High J Transitions
states up to 3n2 , and its extrapolation properties are not
known. On the other hand, it is thought that the ab initioAlthough the majority of experimental data is for J values

less than 10, there is data extending as far JÅ 15. Transitions potential, which is expressed using the same functional form
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of the DPT potential, shows systematic deviations from the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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